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ever since to be a tireless advocate of consultation within the alliance, has been simply
to ensure that the great issues of peace and war were not decided over our head and
without regard to our interests . The same thought has been behind our participation
in the OECD : the hope that steady, structured consultation between close economic
partners would produce a permanent sensitivity to each other's special concerns .

The story repeated itself with the creation of the European Economic Community
and the expansion of the Six to the Nine. We were outside this time . How could we
ensure that our interests were not overridden or ignored? This was one of the motives
behind the negotiation of the Framework Agreement between Canada and the EEC .
While I have been critical of the Agreement in other respects, I find no fault with it as
a device for ensuring that a permanent consultative mechanism permits - indeed
obliges - us to confront problems in economic relations between Canada and the
EEC systematically .

Economic summitry at the outset raised the same sort of problem . Initially, although
of the same economic weight as at least one other participant, we were excluded .
Canada had to assert a claim to be heard directly at the summit, and after some dif-
ficulty, the Canadian claim was conceded .

You may find nothing special in all this, since every country has to find ways to
ensure that its voice is heard and its interests are not ignored . True enough. But the
problem has been a persistent one in our foreign relations, especially with the coun-
tries of Western Europe . This is a particularly powerful group of states . Large and
powerful states are tempted to pursue their own interests while paying no more atten-
tion than they have to to the interests of others . They are at the same time auto-
matically aware of the interests of the United States - people are not normally
inclined to overlook a super-power. But they are not automatically aware of Canadian
interests and are sometimes inclined to assume, incorrectly, that all North Americans
are alike and that Canada's interests, when revealed, will turn out simply to be an ex-
tension of United States interests .

This problem, which is fundamental to our European policy, is not going to go away .
On the contrary, I believe it will recur and could even become more acute in future .
The EEC is on the verge of another extension of its membership. With whatever dif-
ficulty, it is evolving towards greater unity both in its economic and its political
dimensions . This is a movement full of hope for the future, which Canadians applaud .
But it does carry the risk for us that some of our closest friends will increasingly be
working out common positions on major questions among themselves - positions
which, without our having been consulted, we will be urged to accept or support .

I do not want to exaggerate . We have many ways of discussing problems when they
arise, and an accumulated experience of consultation . Nonetheless the problem re-
mains, and purposeful diplomacy will be required on the Canadian side to ensure that
our voice is heard within the Community . The same need for the conscious and pur-
poseful direction of our relationship is evident if we turn to economics . Despite some
disappointing figures on trade expansion, the advanced industrial democracies of


